
Service      
Name*** Coverage   Wild 

Card/Truncation
 Boolean 

Operators Other Operators Parentheses/
Phrases Features

 ASFA       
(CSA)

1978 to present, Updated 
monthly,  5,000 serial 

publications, books, reports,  and 
limited distribution

literature

*  for truncation and multi 
character wildcard,  ? For 

single character

AND, OR, NOT 
(not case 
sensitive)

 NEAR, WITHIN '#', BEFORE, 
AFTER    [Use double quotes " 
" to search for "near", "before", 

or "after", eg: "near" death 
experience] 

( ) for nesting 
phrases searched 

by default

Ejournal links, 
document delivery 
link, export records 

to 
email,file,software

 MGA        
(CSA)   

1974 to the present,  Journals in 
meteorology, climatology & 
hydrology, & more  Includes 

abstracts

*  for truncation and multi 
character wildcard,  ? for 

single character

AND, OR,  NOT 
(not case 
sensitive)

NEAR, WITHIN '#', BEFORE, 
AFTER   [Use double quotes " " 
to search for "near", "before", 

or "after", eg: "near" death 
experience] 

( ) for nesting 
phrases searched 

by default

Ejournal links, 
document delivery 

link, 
email,file,software

 Ingenta 1988 to present,              
25,000 publications

*  for truncation and multi 
character wildcard, 

AND, OR, NOT 
(not case 
sensitive)

 ( ) for nesting,     
" " for phrases

Ejournal links, 
Export records to 

email, Current 
awareness

Current 
Contents/ 

Web of 
Science

CC: 1997 to the present,  4,500 
scholarly journals indexing with 

abstracts. WoS: 1991 to the 
present, 5,700 scholarly journals

*  for truncation and multi 
character wildcard,  ? For 

single character

AND, OR, NOT 
(not case 
sensitive)

SENT or SAME 

Word indexed 
fields: TI,TS,AD  
Phrase indexed: 
AU,JT,DI,DT,LA

Ejournal links, 
Export records to 

file,email, software, 
Current awareness

WorldCat
1000 BC to present,  Over 

41,000,000 records from around 
the world, 400 languages, 

Updated daily

*  for truncation only 
(minimum of 3 characters 
preceding), + to include 

plural forms, # for 1 
character, ? for specified 

number of characters

AND, OR, NOT 
(not case 
sensitive)

 W for within a specified 
number of terms in order, N for 

near a specified number of 
terms in any order 

use = for exact 
phrases in names 

and titles

Export records to 
email, file, 
software, 

 Library 
Catalog   
(NOAA)

~160,000 titles
$ for any number of 
characters, ? for one 

character
AND, OR,  NOT         ( ) for nesting Export records to 

file,email

***Toxline (CSA), Medline, Water Resources Abstracts, and numerous FirstSearch databases are also available to NOAA Users.    See the HELP 
pages for each of these services for more thorough treatment of search strategies
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